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the historical period, as at Athens, one of the priests bore the
name of king (rex sacrorum); and secondly, whenever it
happened that the city had no elective magistrates in office,
an official called interred had to hold elections of new magis-
trates and to carry on the government. Another fact is
equally well established—that the city population was divided
into religious and military groups called curiae, which in-
cluded all the inhabitants with the exception of slaves. It is
possible that this primitive classification was artificial, like
the division into phratriae and phylae in Greece, and was
intended mainly to meet military objects. It is also possible
that the number of curiae increased in proportion to the
growth of the Latin city on the Palatine. The division into
curiae was preserved in later times, when they were thirty
in number, each with a meeting-place, representative members,
and religious rites of its own. The curiae retained also some
political functions : it was their business, by means of a special
law (lex curiata de imperio), to invest a magistrate with his
executive power.
We must suppose that from time immemorial the Senate
also existed at Rome, as a council of elders to advise the king.
Its members were representatives of the richest and noblest
families (gentes). It is probable that these persons were
commonly called ' fathers' (patres), and their descendants
' patricians'. From a very early date the patricians enjoyed
a number of privileges, among the most important being the
right of acting as intermediaries between the king and the
gods: the priestly colleges remained exclusively patrician till
late times. The most prominent of the priests were the
flamines, or ' burners of offerings', each of whom supervised
the worship of a particular god; the augurs, who foretold
the future from the flight of birds ; the salii, or dancers, who
propitiated the god Mars by sacred dances in armour; and
the luperci, or wolf-brotherhood, who ran round the pomerium,
or sacred boundary of the city, and thus drove away evil
spirits and assured fertility to the women and flocks of the
community. But the pontifices—the origin of the term is
unknown—were the highest of the king's coadjutors in
religious affairs : they drew up the religious calendar of the
community, advised the king on matters of ritual, and were
the guardians of fas and ius, the religious and civil law.
The army consisted of the entire population, of the whole

